Module A : Accidents at work

[IntroA] car 1
We will ask you questions about accidents at work

Dummy variable of work over the last twelve months : DZT=1, 0 otherwise

[Accid] car 1
During your life, have you had any accident, even benign, at work or during a professional activity?
Excluding accidents during commuting.
Such an accident does not necessarily have an official recognition.

1. Yes, only one
2. Yes, several \( \rightarrow \) BLESSB
3. No \( \rightarrow \) PBSANTE
4. Don’t know \( \rightarrow \) PBSANTE
5. Refusal \( \rightarrow \) PBSANTE

[Blessa] car 1      DK
Did this accident result in an injury?
It means: damage or personal injury (sprain wound, physical trauma, burn ...).
The injury concerns the interviewee.

1. Yes \( \rightarrow \) Filter1
2. No \( \rightarrow \) Filter1

[Blesssb] car 1      DK
Of these accidents, how many resulted in injury?
It means: damage or personal injury (sprain wound, physical trauma, burn ...).
The injury concerns the interviewee.

1. One
2. Two
3. Three or more
4. None

Filter 1
If DZT = 1 \( \rightarrow \) DZACCID
If DZT = 0 \( \rightarrow \) TRANSIACC

[Dzaccid] car 1      DK RF
In the last 12 months, Have you had any accident, even benign, at work or during a professional activity?
Excluding accidents during commuting.
Such an accident does not necessarily have an official recognition.

1. Yes, only one accident
2. (Si ACCID = 2) Yes, several accidents \( \rightarrow \) DZBLESSEB
3. No \( \rightarrow \) TRANSIACC

If (BLESSEB=1,2,3)
[Dzblesseb] car 1      DK
Did this accident result in an injury?
It means: damage or personal injury (sprain wound, physical trauma, burn ...).
The injury concerns the interviewee.

1. Yes \( \rightarrow \) TRANSIACC
2. No \( \rightarrow \) TRANSIACC

If BLESSEB=1 \( \rightarrow \) DZBLESSEB=1, go to TRANSIACC

If BLESSEB=1 or BLESSEB=1,2,3
[Dzblesseb] car 1      DK
Of these accidents, how many resulted in an injury?

It means: damage or personal injury (sprain wound, physical trauma, burn ...).

The injury concerns the interviewee.

- 1. Only one
- 2. (Si BLESSB = 2.3) Two
- 3. (Si BLESSB = 3) Three or more
- 4. None

[TRANSIACC] car 1

[(If BLESSA=1 or BLESSB=1,2,3) We are now talking about your last accident at work which resulted in injury] [(then) We are now talking about your last accident at work.]

[DATEACCA] DK

When did this accident occurred? Try to be as accurate as possible.

Indicate year:

(If ACTOP = 2 and MOISR is not empty) \(^{PRENOM}\) stopped working in \(^{MOISR/ADFDAPR}\)

(Si ACTOP = 2 ET MOISR est vide) \(^{PRENOM}\) stopped working in \(^{ADFDAPR}\)

If (DATEACCA=DK)

[DATEACC_ENV] car 1  DK

This accident occurred...

- 1. 5 years ago or less
- 2. 10 years ago or less (but more than 5 years)
- 3. 20 years ago or less (but more than 10 years)
- 4. More than 20 years

If (DATEACCA > 0)

[DATEACCM] integer - valeurs de 1 à 12  DK

Indicate month:

(If ACTOP = 2 and MOISR is not empty) \(^{PRENOM}\) stopped working in \(^{MOISR/ADFDAPR}\)

(If ACTOP = 2 and MOISR is empty) \(^{PRENOM}\) stopped working in \(^{ADFDAPR}\)

[TRAVACC] car 1  DK

Which job did you do at the time of accident?

- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current main job (\(^{PLCR}\))
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second current job (\(^{SPLCAR}\))
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third current job (\(^{SPLCBR}\))
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth current job (\(^{SPLCCR}\))
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last job (\(^{APCLCR}\))
- 6. Another occupation

If TRAVACC=6 and DZT=1

[TRAVACCP] car 1  DK

Is it the job that you did one year ago?

- 1. Yes
- 2. No
- 3. No job one year ago

If TRAVACC=6

[TRAVACCPAUT] car 100  DK

Can you precise this job?

[SIGNALE] car 1  DK

Did your employer or hierarchy been informed of this accident?

"Not applicable" for example, if M was self-employed at the time of the accident. Read all 3 modalities.

- 1. Yes
2. No
3. Not applicable

[ROUTEACC] car 1   DK
Was it a road accident?

Reminder: accidents on commuting are excluded
The victim may be conductive or passenger of the vehicle; it can also be a pedestrian or cyclist.
Professional drivers (truck drivers, bus drivers ...) are concerned.
Excluded are accidents that happen with special equipment outside public roads (bulldozers, tractors, lift trucks).

1. Yes ➔ ACCDIFF
2. No

[PASROUTE] car 2   DK
Your accident was caused by ...

Present card code # 1.
One possible answer.

01. A fall from height
02. A fall or slip walk
03. A machine or apparatus operating at a fixed position
04. A hand tool, motorized or not
05. The handling or transporting a load (person, object, animal ...); overstrain (causing acute pain: lumbago ...)
06. An object that fell on you, a landslide material, a moving object that hit you
07. A chemical, aggressive or dangerous
08. Electric current
09. An animal
10. Other origin

If PASROUTE=10

[PASROUTEP] car 100   DK
Can you clarify the cause of this accident?

[ACCDIFF] car 1   DK
Would you say that the consequences of this accident limited you in your daily activities?

At work or outside.

1. Yes, considerably
2. Yes, to a certain extent
3. Not at all

[SECUACC] car 1   DK RF
Is this accident was recognized and compensated by Social Protection under accidents at work?
Or other insurance for self-employed.
Full reimbursement of care, support from the first day of judgment.
Some self-employed may be "not applicable"
Read all 4 modalities.

1. Yes
2. No
3. In progress
4. Not applicable

Filter 2
(if ACTOP≠1 ou RABS=2) ➔ LIENACC
(then) ➔ TPARRACC

[LIENACC] car 1   DK RF
[(If RABS=2) You did not work during the week of ^DATEREF. Is it because of this accident?][If ACTOP≠1] You doesn't work currently. Is it because of this accident?

1. Yes
2. No ➔ TPARRACC
If LIENACC = DK, RF go to TPARRACC

[PREVACC] car 1  DK
Do you think you would go back to work?
   ❑ 1. Yes
   ❑ 2. No ➔ PBSANTE

[PREVACCTP] car 1  DK
When?
   ❑ 1. In one week or less ➔ PBSANTE
   ❑ 2. In one month or less (but more than a week) ➔ PBSANTE
   ❑ 3. In three months or less (but more than one week) ➔ PBSANTE
   ❑ 4. In six months or less (but more than three months) ➔ PBSANTE
   ❑ 5. In more than six months ➔ PBSANTE

If PREVACCTP = DK go to PBSANTE

[TPARRACC] car 1  DK
How long were you off work because of this accident?
If the answer is given in days, Saturday - Sunday - Holidays are taken into account.
If several absences are related to this accident, cumulate periods.
Exclude the day of the accident.
Exclude periods of unemployment or inactivity
   ❑ 1. No time off, or less than a day off ➔ SUITEACC
   ❑ 2. One day off or more ➔ TPARRACCP

If TPARRACC = 2
[TPARRACCP] duration (AMSJ)
Can you precise the duration of your time off work?
Indicate the duration in years, months, weeks or days.

[SUITEACC] car 1  DK
[(If TPARRACC = 2) After your time off work… (else) After this accident…]
One possible answer
   ❑ 1. You continued to work for your employer
   ❑ 2. You kept your self-employment
   ❑ 3. You have been dismissed ➔ SUITEACCB
   ❑ 4. Your contract was not renewed ➔ SUITEACCB
   ❑ 5. You resigned ➔ SUITEACCB
   ❑ 6. You stopped your self-employed activity ➔ SUITEACCB
   ❑ 7. You went into retirement (or early retirement) ➔ HANDACC
   ❑ 8. None of this ➔ HANDACC

[AMPOSTE] car 1  DK
[(If TPARRACC = 2) After your time off work, have you (else) Have you] changed your job, function or employment because of this accident?
   ❑ 1. Yes
   ❑ 2. No

If AMPOSTE = 2
[AMPOSTEB] car 1  DK
Would you needed it?
   ❑ 1. Yes
   ❑ 2. No

[AMTPS] car 1  DK
[(If TPARRACC = 2) After your time off work, did (else) Did] your working time decline because of this accident?
If AMTPS=2

[AMTPSB] car 1    DK
Would you needed it ?
  ☐ 1. Yes
  ☐ 2. No

[AMTAC] car 1    DK
[(If TPARRACC=2) After your time off work, did (else) Did] your workload decrease because of the accident?
  ☐ 1. Yes \rightarrow HANDACC
  ☐ 2. No

if AMTAC = DK \rightarrow HANDACC

If AMTAC=2

[AMTACB] car 1    DK
Would you needed it ?
  ☐ 1. Yes \rightarrow HANDACC
  ☐ 2. No \rightarrow HANDACC

If AMTACB = DK \rightarrow HANDACC

[SUITEACCB] car 1    DK
Was it because of the accident ?
  ☐ 1. Yes
  ☐ 2. No

If ACTOP≠1

[RETRAV] car 1    DK
Did you work again after this accident?
  ☐ 1. Yes
  ☐ 2. No

If RETRAV=1

[RETRAVTP] car 1    DK
How long have you been unemployed then?
  ☐ 1. One month or less
  ☐ 2. 3 months or less (but more than one month)
  ☐ 3. 6 months or less (but more than three months)
  ☐ 4. More than six months

If ADMHAND=1,2

[HANDACC] car 1    DK    RF
Is your recognition of disability or loss of autonomy related to this accident?
  ☐ 1. Yes
  ☐ 2. No
Module B: Health problems

[Intro] We will now ask you questions relating to your health.

[PBSANTE] Apart from the accident you have told me about; within the last 12 months, have you suffered from any illness, disability or other physical or mental health problem? [Else] Within the last 12 months, have you suffered from any illness, disability or other physical or mental health problem? If "mental health" is not understood, rephrase with "psychological" or "psychic". The person may not suffer the problem at the time of the survey. Avoid giving examples: it is up to the respondent to judge for himself.

1. Yes, only one
2. Yes, several ➔ NBSANTEB
3. No ➔ INTROC
4. Don’t know ➔ INTROC
5. Refusal ➔ INTROC

[NBSANTEA] Did this health problem caused or made worse by your job or by work you have done in the past? Health problems not recognized as occupational diseases are included. Health problems resulted in no time off work are included. Work that has caused or made worse health problems could be older than a year ago.

1. Yes ➔ TRANSISAN
2. No ➔ TRANSISAN

[NBSANTEB] Of these health problems, how many were caused or made worse by your job or by work you have done in the past? Health problems not recognized as occupational diseases are included. Health problems resulted in no time off work are included. Work that has caused or made worse health problems could be older than a year ago.

1. One
2. Two
3. Three or more
4. None

[TRANSISAN] In the following questions, we are talking about the health problem you faced within the last 12 months, and that was caused or made worse by your current or past job.

[If NBSANTEB≠1] In the following questions, we are talking about the most serious health problem you faced within the last 12 months, and that was caused or made worse by your current or past job.

[If PBSANTE=1 and NBSANTEB≠1] In the following questions, we are talking about the health problem you faced within the last 12 months.

[If PBSANTE=2 and NBSANTEB≠1,2,3] In the following questions, we are talking about the most serious health problem you faced within the last 12 months.

[If NBSANTEB = 2 ou 3 OR PBSANTE = 2 and NBSANTEB different from 1, 2 et 3] display the next set in the introductory phrase:
If "serious" is not understood, rephrase with "important" and "grievous". It is the health problem is more serious a medical point of view. Otherwise, this is the one that has the most impact on its operations.

[SANTEDESC] Is it a…?
Present card code # 2.
One possible answer.

- 01. Joint, muscle or bone problem
- 02. Breathing or lung problem
- 03. Skin problem
- 04. Hearing problem
- 05. Stress, anxiety or depression problem
- 06. Headache, migraine or eyestrain problem
- 07. Heart or cardiovascular problems, circulatory problems
- 08. Viral or bacterial infectious disease
- 09. Stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestive problems
- 10. Other health problems

If SANTEDESC = 10
[SANTEDESCB] car 1 DK RF
Is it an endocrine or metabolic problems (diabetes, thyroid ...) ?
- 1. Yes
- 2. No

If SANTEDESCB = 2
[SANTEDESCP] car 100 DK RF
Can you precise?

If SANTEDESC=01
[MUSCA] car 1 DK
Several possible answers.
Is this problem located in ...
- 1. The neck or nape
- 2. The Shoulders
- 3. The elbow or forearm
- 4. The wrist, hands or fingers
- 5. The lower back
- 6. The hip, knees, legs or feet

Calculate NBMUSC: Number of checked in terms MUSCA

If NBMUSC>1
[MUSCB] car 1 DK
Only one answer
Where is mainly located your problem? At ...
- 1. (If 1 ∈ MUSCA) The neck or nape
- 2. (If 2 ∈ MUSCA) The Shoulders
- 3. (If 3 ∈ MUSCA) The elbow or forearm
- 4. (If 4 ∈ MUSCA) The wrist, hands or fingers
- 5. (If 5 ∈ MUSCA) The lower back
- 6. (If 6 ∈ MUSCA) The hip, knees, legs or feet

If SANTEDESC=02
[RESP] car 1 DK
Is it... ?
- 1. Asthma
- 2. Allergic rhinitis
- 3. Chronic bronchitis
- 4. Another problem

If RESP=4
[RESPP] car 100 DK RF
Can you clarify?

[SANDIFF] car 1 DK
Would you say that this problem limiting your daily activities?

At work or outside..

- 1. Yes, considerably
- 2. Yes, to a certain extent
- 3. Not at all

If NBSANTEA=1 or NBSANTEB=1,2,3

[TRAVSAN] car 1  DK
Which job did cause or make worse this problem?

- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current job (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second job (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third job (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth job (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last job (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another job

If TRAVSAN=6 years and DZT=1

[TRAVSANP] car 1  DK
Was it the job that you occupied one year ago?

- 1. Yes
- 2. No
- 3. No job one year ago

If TRAVSAN=6

[TRAVSANPAUT] car 100  DK
Can you precise this other job ?

Filter 3
(if ACTOP≠1 or RABS=2) → LIENSAN
(then) → TPARRSAN

[LIENSAN] car 1  DK RF

(If RABS=2) You didn't work during the week of ^DATEREF. Was it because of your health problem?

- 1. Yes
- 2. No → TPARRSAN

If LIENSAN = DK,RF then go to TPARRSAN

[PREVSAN] car 1  DK
Do you think you would go back to work?

- 1. Yes
- 2. No → DEBSAN

[PREVSANTP] car 1  DK
When?

- 1. In one week or less → DEBSAN
- 2. In one month or less (but more than a week) → DEBSAN
- 3. In 3 months or less (but more than one month) → DEBSAN
- 4. In 6 months or less (but more than 3 months) → DEBSAN
- 5. In more than 6 months → DEBSAN

If PREVSANTP = DK go to DEBSAN
If DZT=1
[TPARRSAN] car 1   DK
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how many times have you stopped working because of this health problem?
If the answer is given in days, Saturday - Sunday - Holidays are taken into account.
If several absences are related to this health problem, cumulate periods.
Exclude periods of unemployment or inactivity
- 1. No work stoppage, or less than a day off
- 2. One day off or more

If TPARRSAN=2
[TPARRSANP]   Length (in MSJ)
Can you precise?

[DEBSAN] car 1   DK
When did this health problem appear?
- 1. 6 months ago or less
- 2. One year ago or less (but more than 6 months)
- 3. 2 years ago or less (but more than a year)
- 4. 5 years ago or less (but more than 2 years)
- 5. More than 5 years ago

If NBSANTEA=1 or NBSANTEB=1,2,3
[SECUSAN] car 1   DK
Has this problem been recognized by Social Protection as an occupational disease? Or other insurance for self-employed.
Some self-employed may be "not applicable"
- 1. Yes
- 2. No
- 3. Not applicable

If ADMHAND=1,2
[HANDSAN] car 1   DK RF
Is your recognition of disability or loss of autonomy linked to this health problem?
- 1. Yes
- 2. No
Module C : Working conditions

[INTROC] car 1
[[(If ACTOP=1) We will talk about your current work.]
[else] We'll talk about your working conditions in your last profession of (^APCLCR)]
Press 1 to continue

COUNTER [HDEBC] TIME: Initialize during the first pass to INTROC

[[(If ACTOP=1) Are you facing (Sinon) Were you faced ] any of the following situations:
If exposures are not regular, consider a work week "normal."
(If ACTOP=1)  If in doubt, consider the week before.

[RISK1PHYA] car 1  DK
Working in difficult postures or perform strenuous movements?
Painful postures include standing and trampling
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK2PHYA] car 1  DK
Handling heavy loads? (including persons or animals)
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK3PHYA] car 1  DK
Being exposed to noise?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK4PHYA] car 1  DK
Subject to strong vibrations?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK5PHYA] car 1  DK
Being in contact with chemicals, corrosive or dangerous?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK6PHYA] car 1  DK
Breathing dust, vapors, smoke or gas?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK7PHYA] car 1  DK
Performing tasks requiring intense visual concentration?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK8PHYA] car 1  DK
Risking of accidents?
  1. Yes
  2. No

Calculate NBRISKPHY: Number of exposures to physical hazards (number of yes RISK1PHYA to RISK8PHYA)

If NBRISKPHY>1
[RISKPHYB] car 1  DK
Among the factors that you mentioned, which do you consider the most dangerous for your physical health?

- 1. (If RISK1PHYA=1) Working in difficult postures or perform strenuous movements.
- 2. (If RISK2PHYA=1) Handling heavy loads.
- 3. (If RISK3PHYA=1) Being exposed to noise.
- 4. (If RISK4PHYA=1) Subject to strong vibrations.
- 5. (If RISK5PHYA=1) Being in contact with chemicals, corrosive or dangerous.
- 6. (If RISK6PHYA=1) Breathing dust, vapors, smoke or gas.
- 7. (If RISK7PHYA=1) Performing tasks requiring intense visual concentration.
- 8. (If RISK8PHYA=1) Risking of accidents.

If RISK2PHYA=1

[LOURDES] car 1 DK
You [(If ACTOP = 1) handle (else) handled] heavy loads…

If exposures are not regular, consider a “normal” work week.

(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.

- 1. Less than 2 hours per day, on average
- 2. 2 hours per day or more, on average

If RISK4PHYA=1

[VIBR] car 1 DK
Are the vibrations to which [(If ACTOP = 1) you are exposed (Sinon) you were exposed] directly transmitted to your hands?

- 1. Yes
- 2. No

If RISK1PHYC=1

[REPET] car 1 DK
(If ACTOP = 1) Do you repeat (Sinon) Did you repeat the same movement several times a minute…

If exposures are not regular, consider a “normal” work week.

(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.

- 1. Less than 4 hours per day, on average
- 2. 4 hours per day or more, on average
If RISK2PHYC=1
[POIGNET] car 1     DK
You[(If ACTOP = 1) twist (else) twisted] your writs repeated way...
If exposures are not regular, consider a "normal" work week.
(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.
  1. Less than 2 hours per day, on average
  2. 2 hours per day or more, on average

If RISK3PHYC=1
[BRASAIR] car 1     DK
You [(If ACTOP = 1) work (else) worked] arms in the air, above shoulder level ...
If exposures are not regular, consider a "normal" work week.
(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.
  1. Less than 2 hours per day, on average
  2. 2 hours per day or more, on average

[(If ACTOP=1) At work, you are faced with one of the following situations:] [(else) In your last profession of (^APCLCR), were you facing any of the following situations:] If exposures are not regular, consider a "normal" work week.
(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.

[RISK1PSYA] car 1     DK
Being pressed for time, or have a workload too heavy?
  1. yes
  2. No

[RISK2PSYA] car 1     DK RF
Being exposed to physical abuse, violence, threats of violence?
  1. Yes
  2. No

[RISK3PSYA] car 1     DK RF
Being exposed to verbal abuse, harassment, intimidation?
  1. Yes
  2. No

Calculate NBRISKPSY: Number of exposures to psychological risk (number of yes 1RISKPSYA to RISK3PSYA)

If NBRISKPSY>1
[RISKPSYB] car 1     DK
Among the factors that you mentioned, which do you consider the most dangerous for your mental health?
  1. (If RISK1PSYA=1) Being pressed for time, or have a workload too heavy.
  2. (If RISK2PSYA=1) Being exposed to physical abuse, violence, threats of violence.
  3. (If RISK3PSYA=1) Being exposed to verbal abuse, harassment, intimidation.

[(If ACTOP=1) At work, do you live in situations of tension…] [(Else) In your last profession of (^APCLCR), did you live in situations of tension …] If exposures are not regular, consider a "normal" work week.
(If ACTOP = 1) If in doubt, consider the week before.

[RISK1PSYC] car 1     DK RF
In your dealings with the public (customers, clients, patients, students, travelers, suppliers ...) if you [(if ACTOP=1) have (else) had] some?
  1. Yes
  2. No
  3. No, no dealing with the public
[RISK2PSYC] car 1   DK RF
In your dealings with your superiors, if you [(If ACTOP=1) have (else) had] some?
   ☐ 1. Yes
   ☐ 2. No
   ☐ 3. No, no superior

[RISK3PSYC] car 1   DK RF
In your relationships with your colleagues, if you [(If ACTOP=1) have (else) had] some?
   ☐ 1. Yes
   ☐ 2. No
   ☐ 3. No, no colleagues

[RISK4PSYC] car 1   DK RF
In your relationships with the people you [(If ACTOP=1) supervise (else) supervised], if you [(If ACTOP=1) supervise (Else) supervised] some?
   ☐ 1. Yes
   ☐ 2. No
   ☐ 3. No, no supervising

[HORAIRES] car 1   DK
[(If ACTOP=1) Currently, your working hours are …]
[(Else) In your last profession of (*APCLOR), your working hours were…]
   ☐ 1. Identical or similar from week to week
   ☐ 2. Alternate: 2 * 8, 3 * 8, teams
   ☐ 3. Varying from one week to another
   ☐ 4. Not applicable

If HORAIRES=2
[ROULTA] car 1   DK
Specifically, what [(If ACTOP=1) is (Sinon) was] bearing type?
   ☐ 1. 2*8
   ☐ 2. 3*8
   ☐ 3. Another bearing type

If ROULTA=3
[ROULTAP] car 60   DK
Can you clarify?

If HORAIRES=2
[ROULTB] car 1   DK
For the bearing type, you [(If ACTOP=1) change (Else) changed] your working hours…
   ☐ 1. One or more times per week (weekly rate below)
   ☐ 2. Weekly (weekly rate)
   ☐ 3. Every month (monthly rate)
   ☐ 4. Another rythm

If ROULTB=4
[ROULTBP] car 60   DK
Can you clarify?

[DETHOR] car 1   DK
About your working hours…
   ☐ 1. They [(If ACTOP=1) are (Else) were] entirely determined by your employer or your clients
   ☐ 2. They [(If ACTOP=1) are (Sinon) were] are fully set for yourself
   ☐ 3. You [(If ACTOP=1) can choose (Else) had the choise] between several scheduled offered by your employer or your clients
   ☐ 4. You [(If ACTOP=1) can (Else) could] adjust your work schedule to some extent
   ☐ 5. Other cases
We will talk about your job satisfaction. What rating of 0-10 do you rate ...

Present scale of notes.

[NOTEMP] Number of 0 to 10 - A decimal permitted DK
Your job in general?

[NOTREV] Number of 0 to 10 - A decimal permitted DK
Your income?

We speak of labor income

[NOTHOR] Number of 0 to 10 - A decimal permitted DK
Your working hours?

Includes hours of work, time management work life balance professional and family life

If RISK3PSYC≠3

[NOTCOLL] Number of 0 to 10 - A decimal permitted DK
Your relationships with your colleagues?

If RISK2PSYC≠3

[NOTSUP] Number of 0 to 10 - A decimal permitted DK
Your relationship with your superiors?
Module D : Methodological Part

[INTROD]
We will start the last part of the questionnaire.

[(If PBSANTE=3,4,5) You said not to have had any health problem recently. However, in the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you had one or more of the following problems?]
[(Else) In addition to the health problem that we talked about, in the PAST 12 MONTHS, have you had one or more of the following problems?] The person may not suffer the problem at the time of the survey. The person can be treated for the problem and no longer suffer.

If SANTEDESC≠01
[D01SAN] car 1   DK   RF
Muscle or bone joint problem: Osteoarthritis sciatica, lumbago…?
  1. Yes
  2. No
  3. Don’t know
  4. Refusal

If  D01SAN=1
[D01SANP] car 1   DK
Is this problem located in …
Several possible answers.
  1. The neck or nape
  2. The Shoulders
  3. The elbow or forearm
  4. The wrist, hands or fingers
  5. The lower back
  6. The hip, knees, legs or feet

If SANTEDESC≠02
[D02SAN] car 1   DK   RF
Breathing or lung problems: chronic bronchitis, asthma …?
  1. Yes
  2. No
  3. Don’t know
  4. Refusal

If 02DSAN=1
[DRESP] car 1   DK
Is it…?
  1. Asthma
  2. Allergic rhinitis
  3. Chronic bronchitis
  4. Another problem

If SANTEDESC≠03
[D03SAN] car 1   DK   RF
A problem with the skin?
  1. Yes
  2. No
  3. Don’t know
  4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠04
[D04SAN] car 1   DK   RF
A problem with your hearing?
  1. Yes
  2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠05
[D05SAN] car 1 DK RF
A problem of anxiety or depression?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESCB ≠ 1
[D06SAN] car 1 DK RF
Endocrine or metabolic problems such as diabetes, thyroid ...?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠06
[D07SAN] car 1 DK RF
Problems of headaches, migraine, eye strain?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠07
[D08SAN] car 1 DK RF
Cardiac or cardiovascular problems, circulatory problems: tension ...?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠08
[D09SAN] car 1 DK RF
A viral disease, bacterial infection or hepatitis, meningitis, STD ...?
Colds, flu, tonsillitis and relatively common viral diseases will be excluded
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If SANTEDESC≠09
[D10SAN] car 1 DK RF
Stomach problems, liver, kidney, digestive problems?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

[D11SAN] car 1 DK RF
Problems with insomnia or trouble sleeping?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

[D12SAN] car 1 DK RF
Stress, general fatigue?
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

[D13SAN] car 1 DK RF
Another health problem?
[If PBSANTE=1,2] It does not address the problem stated in module B.
1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know
4. Refusal

If D13SAN=1
[D13SANP] car 60 DK
Can you clarify?
If several problems, give the most serious.

If NBCITE>0 and (If DZBLESSA=1 or DZBLESSB=1,2,3)
[SANACC] car 2 DK
Among the problems that you mentioned, which ones are related to the accident that we have described above?
Several possible answers.
1. (If D01SAN=1) Your muscle or bone joint problem.
2. (If D02SAN=1) Your breathing or lung problem.
3. (If D03SAN=1) Your skin problem.
4. (If D04SAN=1) Your problem at the hearing.
5. (If D05SAN=1) Your problem of anxiety or depression.
6. (If D06SAN=1) Your endocrine or metabolic problems.
7. (If D07SAN=1) Your problem of headaches, eyestrain.
8. (If D08SAN=1) Your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory.
9. (If D09SAN=1) Your viral disease, infectious or bacterial.
10. (If D10SAN=1) Your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion.
11. (If D11SAN=1) Your problem of insomnia or difficulty sleeping.
12. (If D12SAN=1) Your stress, your fatigue.
13. (If D13SAN=1) Your^13DSANP.
14. None of these problems is related to the accident.
Calculate NBCITEBIS: number of terms SANACC displayed and unchecked different modality 14

If NBCITEBIS>0

[SANCAUS] car 2   DK

What are the problems that have been caused or aggravated by your current or past work?
Several possible answers.
Read the terms one by one.

- 01. (If D01SAN=1 and 01∉SANACC) Your muscle or bone joint problem.
- 02. (If D02SAN=1 and 02∉SANACC) Your Breathing or lung problem.
- 03. (If D03SAN=1 and 03∉SANACC) Your skin problem.
- 04. (If D04SAN=1 and 04∉SANACC) Your problem at the hearing.
- 05. (If D05SAN=1 and 05∉SANACC) Your problem of anxiety or depression.
- 06. (If D06SAN=1 and 06∉SANACC) Your endocrine or metabolic problems.
- 07. (If D07SAN=1 and 07∉SANACC) Your problem of headaches, eyestrain.
- 08. (If D08SAN=1 and 08∉SANACC) Your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory.
- 09. (If D09SAN=1 and 09∉SANACC) Your viral disease, infectious or bacterial.
- 10. (If D10SAN=1 and 10∉SANACC) Your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion.
- 11. (If D11SAN=1 and 11∉SANACC) Your problem of insomnia or difficulty sleeping.
- 12. (If D12SAN=1 and 12∉SANACC) Your stress, your fatigue.
- 13. (If D13SAN=1 and 13∉SANACC) Your ^13DSANP.
- 14. None of these problems were caused or aggravated by your work.

If NBCITEBIS>0 and DZT=1

[ARRTRAV] car 2   DK

Which ones have caused a work stoppage during the LAST 12 MONTHS?
Several problems have caused the same stoppage of work: select only the main problem that caused this judgment
Several possible answers.
Read the terms one by one.

- 01. (If D01SAN=1 and 01∉SANACC) Your muscle or bone joint problem.
- 02. (If D02SAN=1 and 02∉SANACC) Your Breathing or lung problem.
- 03. (If D03SAN=1 and 03∉SANACC) Your skin problem.
- 04. (If D04SAN=1 and 04∉SANACC) Your problem at the hearing.
- 05. (If D05SAN=1 and 05∉SANACC) Your problem of anxiety or depression.
- 06. (If D06SAN=1 and 06∉SANACC) Your endocrine or metabolic problems.
- 07. (If D07SAN=1 and 07∉SANACC) Your problem of headaches, eyestrain.
- 08. (If D08SAN=1 and 08∉SANACC) Your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory.
- 09. (If D09SAN=1 and 09∉SANACC) Your viral disease, infectious or bacterial.
- 10. (If D10SAN=1 and 10∉SANACC) Your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion.
- 11. (If D11SAN=1 and 11∉SANACC) Your problem of insomnia or difficulty sleeping.
- 12. (If D12SAN=1 and 12∉SANACC) Your stress, your fatigue.
- 13. (If D13SAN=1 and 13∉SANACC) Your ^13DSANP.
- 14. None of these problems has caused a work stoppage.
If NBCITEBIS>0
[DDIFF] car 2  DK
Which ones are limited you in your daily activities?
At work or outside.
Plurteurs possibles answers.
Read the terms one by one.

- 01. (If D01SAN=1 and 01∉SANACC) Your muscle or bone joint problem.
- 02. (If D02SAN=1 and 02∉SANACC) Your Breathing or lung problem.
- 03. (If D03SAN=1 and 03∉SANACC) Your skin problem.
- 04. (If D04SAN=1 and 04∉SANACC) Your problem at the hearing.
- 05. (If D05SAN=1 and 05∉SANACC) Your problem of anxiety or depression.
- 06. (If D06SAN=1 and 06∉SANACC) Your endocrine or metabolic problems.
- 07. (If D07SAN=1 and 07∉SANACC) Your problem of headaches, eyestrain.
- 08. (If D08SAN=1 and 08∉SANACC) Your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory.
- 09. (If D09SAN=1 and 09∉SANACC) Your viral disease, infectious or bacterial.
- 10. (If D10SAN=1 and 10∉SANACC) Your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion.
- 11. (If D11SAN=1 and 11∉SANACC) Your problem of insomnia or difficulty sleeping.
- 12. (If D12SAN=1 and 12∉SANACC) Your stress, your fatigue.
- 13. (If D13SAN=1 and 13∉SANACC) Your 13DSANP.
- 14. None of these problem are limiting you

If 01∈SANCAUS
[SAN01CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your muscle or bone joint problem?
- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another occupation

If SAN01CAUS=6
[SAN01CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation ?

If 01∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[ARR01TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your muscle or bone joint problem?

If 02∈SANCAUS
[SAN02CAUS] car 1  DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your breathing or lung problems?
- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another occupation

If SAN02CAUS=6
[SAN02CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation ?

If 02∈ARRTRAV et DZT=1
[ARR02TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your breathing or lung problems?

If 03∈SANCAUS

[SAN03CAUS] car 1 DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your skin problem?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
   4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
   5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
   6. Another occupation

If SAN03CAUS=6

[SAN03CAUSP] car 100 DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 03∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR03TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your skin problem?

If 04∈SANCAUS

[SAN04CAUS] car 1 DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your problem at the hearing?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
   4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
   5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
   6. Another occupation

If SAN04CAUS=6

[SAN04CAUSP] car 100 DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 04∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR04TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your problem with your hearing?

If 05∈SANCAUS

[SAN05CAUS] car 1 DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your problem of anxiety or depression?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
   4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
   5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
   6. Another occupation

If SAN05CAUS=6

[SAN05CAUSP] car 100 DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 05∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR05TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your anxiety problem or depression?
If 06 $\in$ SANCAUS

[SAN06CAUS] car 1  DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your endocrine or metabolic problems?

- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another occupation

If SAN06CAUS=6

[SAN06CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 06 $\in$ ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR06TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your endocrine or metabolic problems?

If 07 $\in$ SANCAUS

[SAN07CAUS] car 1  DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your problem of headaches, eyestrain?

- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another occupation

If SAN07CAUS=6

[SAN07CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 07 $\in$ ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR07TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your problem of headaches, eyestrain?

If 08 $\in$ SANCAUS

[SAN08CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory?

- 1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
- 2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
- 3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
- 4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
- 5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
- 6. Another occupation

If SAN08CAUS=6

[SAN08CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 08 $\in$ ARRTRAV and DZT=1

[ARR08TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your heart condition, cardiovascular or circulatory?

If 09 $\in$ SANCAUS

[SAN09CAUS] car 1  DK
Which profession has caused or aggravated your viral disease or bacterial infection?
1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
6. Another occupation

If SAN09CAUS=6
[SAN09CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 09∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[ARR09TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your viral disease or bacterial infection?

If 10∈SANCAUS
[SAN10CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
   4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
   5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
   6. Another occupation

If SAN10CAUS=6
[SAN10CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 10∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[ARR10TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your stomach problems, liver, kidney or digestion?

If 11∈SANCAUS
[SAN11CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your problem of insomnia or difficulty sleeping?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
   4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
   5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
   6. Another occupation

If SAN11CAUS=6
[SAN11CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 11∈ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[ARR11TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your insomnia problem or your difficulty sleeping?

If 12∈SANCAUS
[SAN12CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your stress, your general fatigue?
   1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
   2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
   3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
6. Another occupation

If SAN12CAUS=6
[SAN12CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 12∈ ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[ARR12TRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your stress, your general fatigue?

If 13∈ SANCAUS
[SAN13CAUS] car 1  DK
What profession has caused or aggravated your 13DSANP ^?
  1. (If ACTOP=1) Current principal occupation (^PLCR)
  2. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=1,2,3) Second occupation (^SPLCAR)
  3. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=2,3) Third occupation (^SPLCBR)
  4. (If ACTOP=1 and AM2NBR=3) Fourth occupation (^SPLCCR)
  5. (If ACTOP≠1) Last occupation (^APCLCR)
  6. Another occupation

If SAN13CAUS=6
[SAN13CAUSP] car 100  DK
Can you clarify this occupation?

If 13∈ ARRTRAV and DZT=1
[13ARRTRAV] Durée (en MSJ)
During the LAST 12 MONTHS, how long did you stop working because of your ^ 13DSANP?
Indiquer la durée en Mois, en Semaines ou en Jours.
Pour 2 semaines, inscrire 2S, pour 4 mois 4M, pour 10 jours 10J